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NCSA has always been fortunate to have an 
intimate connection to what are among the 
most successful and ingenious computer science 
and electrical and computer engineering 
departments in the country. The University of 
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign's ECE department 
has a research budget of more than $25 million 
per year and has spawned three Nobel winners, 
the Light-emitting diode, and the integrated 
circuit. The CS program, meanwhile, has 16 
active NSF CAREER award winners and 20 IEEE 
fellows. It also gave the 2000 Turing Award 
winner and the Chief Technical Officers of 
Microsoft and Cisco their starts. 
To exploit new architectures, 
first experience new architectures 
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An Expert Opinion 
It's a rich tradition that we're proud to be a part of. 
With the birth of NCSA's Innovative Systems Laboratory last year, 
we've begun bringing ourselves closer than ever to these pillars of 
campus. Take the Cell processors recently released by IBM, Sony, 
and Toshiba. Cell technology was developed with a broad range of 
applications in mind-from cryptography to gaming. The Innovative 
Systems Lab is working closely with Marc Snir, head of the University 
of Illinois' CS department, and his team. We're getting a few key 
scientific applications up and running on the system. We're also 
collaborating with the CS team on trying out the tools they're 
creating-like compilers and debuggers-for the new architecture. 
Working with these applications and tools gives us the rules of thumb 
we need to thoroughly describe and improve the performance of a 
broader range of software in the future. 
Field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs), another area of interest, 
have been around a bit longer and offer us the opportunity to 
work with one of the leading lights of the University of Illinois' 
ECE department. Rather than being hard-wired in predetermined 
configurations, connections between the basic logical blocks on these 
specialized chips can be set and reset. 
Currently it takes our team at the Innovative Systems Lab several 
months to get a code up and running efficiently on our existing, 
experimental FPGA-based systems. That's a large investment, and 
it typically yields a relatively small improvement in performance. 
We're working with the ECE department's Wen-Mei Hwu and his 
team. They're experts in compiler technologies interested in building 
compilers that will make it easier to port code to FPGAs and to make 
it run better once it's been ported. Together, we're exploring ways 
to make applications work across multiple FPGA nodes and ways to 
measure the performance of those applications. 
Admittedly, it will be a while before sweeping scientific findings 
flow from these collaborations. But it is crucial that we invest in 
these collaborations now, while we're working with a relatively small 
number of applications and before we're attempting to scale these 
technologies up and inject them into production-quality systems. 
To exploit new architectures, we have to first experience the new 
architectures. 
In this world of emerging techniques and hardware, NCSA brings 
technical expertise to the table. But we also bring an interface with 
application scientists who are engaged in work that could require this 
type of computing. Both of those things are indispensable. There's 
a continuum from building new hardware, as companies engaged in 
building FPGAs or Cell processors do, to building new software, as 
CS and ECE researchers at UIUC do, to putting applications on those 
systems and producing new findings, as our users do. NCSA and the 
Innovative Systems Lab serve as a bridge between these steps, which 
are too often considered distinct. 
That bridge function is a key part of NCSA's march toward petascale 
applications and systems capable of quadrillions of calculations 
per second. We don't know how to build an effective, efficient, and 
reliable version of that machine yet. Nor do we know how to exploit 
a machine like that for science, engineering, and other research 
endeavors. What we do know is that it all starts here. Collaborations 
with visionaries and experts like these, whether in building a 
petascale computer or in applying that power to emerging scientific 
challenges, are crucial to our success. 
Rob Pennington 
Chief Technology Officer, 
NCSA 
As director of the University of Texas at Austin's 
Institute for Computational Engineering and 
Sciences, J. Tinsley Oden leads an interdisciplinary 
research center for faculty and graduate students. 
Institute members focus on computational studies of 
geosdence, materials science, acoustics, and a host 
of other fields. This breadth made Oden a natural 
choice to chair the National Science Foundation's 
Blue Ribbon Panel on Simulation-Based Engineering 
Science (SBES). The panel released its findings in 
February 2006. Oden talked to Access' J. William 
Bell about the future of SBES and what its 
future practitioners will need. 
Q: This report comes on the heels of a number of other, relatively 
similar reports. What findings stand out here? 
A: Simulation has really opened the horizons of research-enabling new 
scientific discoveries and the design of new engineered systems-to 
a point that was unimaginable even a few years ago. We're reaching 
a point in our history in which the capabilities of modern large-scale 
computing systems, the development of new algorithms, and interest 
in a list of new medical, manufacturing, and imaging technologies have 
made simulation indispensable in advancing science, in preserving the 
competitiveness of the United States, and maintaining the security and 
health of its citizens. We very strongly believe that this is a discipline 
that will impact every aspect of human existence, and it needs to be 
embraced by the major academic institutions, funding agencies, and 
other entities that are stewards of science and technology in this 
country. 
Q: So simulation-based engineering science is altering and expanding 
traditional approaches. 
A: You know, it's interesting to me how the philosophy of science and 
how we try to learn about the behavior of the physical universe 
have blended in with many aspects of simulation and computation. 
Traditionally, humankind made hypotheses about the way nature 
behaved. Theory stands as long as no contradictions are observed. 
Conversely, we also made observations and then tried to develop or 
validate theories. Now, we can expand the realm of theoretical science 
through computer simulation, and we can augment and expand 
observation through simulation as well. What simulation-based 
engineering science is about is that the very tools that enable the 
expansion of theory and observation can be used for prediction, and 
prediction is the essence of engineering. This is the idea behind 
simulation-based engineering. 
Traditional education in science and engineering presented a largely 
qualitative view of nature, with quantitative analysis reserved for only 
simple systems describable by meager calculations. New computer 
simulation has transformed science and engineering into very 
quantitative disciplines that provide amazing tools for predictions-
for virtual looks into the future at the way things work that obey 
scientific principles. Our educational systems are struggling to keep 
up with this transformation. 
Q: The report mentions several high-end possibilities that arise 
from rendering the qualitative as quantitative-digital cities 
that simulate the operation of a whole city as a single system 
and predictive medicine, for example. Those are clearly 
very interdisciplinary. How do you capture and use that 
interdisciplinarity to its fuLLest? 
A: This is a major issue. For the most part our current educational 
system, the organizational structures found in most universities, is 
not set up to handle the kind of interdisciplinary research necessary 
to really exploit the potential of these technological advances in 
simulation and computational science. Many universities are trying 
to find ways to accommodate interdisciplinary research . But there are 
many factors confronting the structure of the public university today 
that discourage interdisciplinary work. 
Q: And so what sort of changes need to be made? 
A: I can point to the current budget structures in the universities I'm 
aware of. They are designed to compartmentalize knowledge into 
disciplines that made sense 20 or 30 years ago. Now, the way we 
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I Questions & Answers 
support students and the way we fund academic departments provide 
Little incentive or opportunity for faculty and students to cross the 
barriers from one intellectual discipline to another. In fact, there's 
a great deal of resistance to that. We have to find a way to break 
down these barriers, and it could be that redefining the structure 
of colleges will be necessary. It could mean developing new schools 
in computational science, as is being considered in a few places, or 
integrating simulation into much of the curriculum. It could also 
represent restructuring the reward systems in ways that encourage 
i nterdisci pli nary work. 
Q: Would this not only change education but really, conceivably, 
change the way those graduate students, who will some day 
be running those departments and colleges, think about these 
issues in general? 
A: Today's students are the glue that will hold together traditionally 
disjoint disciplines. They're in the position to take courses across 
several departments, to work as teams. They can be expected to 
provide the exchange between one discipline and another. [The 
faster] universities can find ways to give the next generation credit 
for these interactions, the faster the exchange happens. 
There is also the tendency for students to be content with the 
Limited knowledge they obtain in formal courses and standard degree 
programs. I often tell my students, "Look, you were supposed to have 
gotten that undergraduate degree in approximately four years. But 
once you graduate you're expected to Learn much faster because you 
have the basic tools to teach yourself. There's nothing that you can't 
pick up in one or two years or even in a semester. And taking courses 
is eventually the most inefficient way for Learning that there is. 
You need to reach a threshold in your education at which you have 
no qualms about diving into a subject and Learning what it would 
take to use it or to make a contribution to it." This mindset about 
Learning and research is essential for interdisciplinary research and 
for education in simulation-based engineering science. 
0: let's talk about the tools those students will need. Exploiting 
that potential requires a couple of things that NCSA is 
particularly interested in: powerful computers and the 
environments that synthesize that infrastructure and make it 
more useable. What sort of insights in selecting and using those 
computers and environments arise from Looking at it from an 
SBES perspective? 
A: Let's begin with software. Over the Last decade there's been a strong 
tendency to develop incremental improvements to Large, specialized 
codes. So-called Legacy codes are very prominent in industry and in 
government Laboratories, and because of their size and complexity, 
any improvements made are generally cosmetic and incremental 
at best. This can represent a serious detriment to advances in 
computational science. We believe that there are new algorithms, 
approaches, and hardware on the horizon that can only be fully 
exploited if we're not afraid to make a major investment in new 
software. In many cases, we need to retire some of these simulation 
codes that have been developed over the Last 10 or 15 years and 
start anew. 
Then, there is the enormous opportunity provided by the dramatic 
increases in speed and performance of computers and the added 
performance made possible by new algorithms. It will take some 
time to calibrate our own perceptions of computing to use these new 
capabilities effectively ... 
I personally feel that it's time to bite the bullet and introduce these 
new methodologies into the next generation of codes. There's a 
natural reluctance to change them because the people who use them 
are comfortable with them, know how to supply data to them, know 
what all the tricks are to get them to run, and so forth. But, sooner 
or Later, if we're really going to exploit these opportunities to Lift 
simulation to the next Level; we're going to have to pay the price to 
do these major changes in a Lot of our software. 
Q: The report certainly acknowledges that by talking about Long-term 
support for high-risk research. When taking that approach, how do 
you walk the Line between high-risk and good stewardship of the 
money that goes into it? 
A: Well that's the $64,000 question. It's difficult to do. One argument 
is to Look at the history of basic research in the U.S. Over and 
over again, the support of high-risk basic research has paid huge 
dividends. The same will be true with research on simulation science 
and technology. With regard to the sizable investment in software 
development, one must cope with the fact that the codes developed in 
universities come and go and often die, and students who helped write 
them come and go and move on. Rarely does one find the resources 
and the continuity in a university environment to put together really 
Large-scale codes that do engineering and science problems. There are 
exceptions. But by and Large, you have one or two individuals who 
take it on as their Life's work to keep the code moving and to continue 
to add new features. Perhaps we can develop a research infrastructure 
to make this process manageable and maintainable. 
Q: let's talk about the concept of "tyranny of scale" that's 
mentioned throughout the report. Why don't you describe 
that for us briefly? 
A: The entire body of knowledge of the universe is partitioned into 
scales ... Nowadays, the applications of interest that are arising in 
medicine, biology, material science, and manufacturing involve events 
where multiple time scales or spatial scales are encountered. One 
example is in nanomanufacutring. Today, semiconductor devices are 
manufactured that are 50 nanometers across. The manufacturing 
process may take place over seconds or a minute, but the behavior 
of these molecular systems may take place over a nanosecond. So 
there's a huge disparity between the timeframe of interest to a 
scientific application and the timeframe that can be covered by 
today's simulation tools. We want to know about an event over many 
spatial or temporal scales, but our current methodologies might be 
valid over one scale or perhaps two. This is easy to talk about, but 
almost impossible to do. Techniques for bridging scales are under 
scrutiny across many disciplines. These are problems that are virtually 
impossible to handle any other way than by simulation. 
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by Kathleen Ricker & Herb Morgan 
C A taff and UIUC biophysics researcher collaborate on new 
technique for tudying molecular dynamics involving managing 
larg numb r of imulations with a powerful grid application. 
"I t started with the challenge in technology." 
That's how Klaus Schulten, Swanlund Professor of Physics and 
director of the Theoretical and Computational Biophysics Group at 
the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, describes the impetus 
for what became the collaborative scientific efforts conducted by his 
research group and NCSA. From that collaboration came two things: 
successful science and NAMD-G. 
One of the main challenges the world faces today is the need to 
change our economy by using fuel sources other than petroleum. 
Hydrogen gas produced by light-absorbing algae is one potential 
fuel source, but there's a catch: the algae bubbles hydrogen gas out 
and permits oxygen to enter the protein, thereby switching 
off hydrogen production. 
Researchers from the National Renewable Energy Laboratory in 
Colorado believed that the protein could be redesigned so that it 
would still permit hydrogen to bubble out without letting oxygen in. 
They consulted Schulten and his group, which includes Jim Phillips, 
senior research programmer, and physics graduate students Jordi 
Cohen and Anton Arkhipov. They set to work trying to discover how 
gas atoms travel through proteins and how hydrogen and oxygen 
atoms can be differentiated so that hydrogen passes through and 
oxygen does not. 
It was Cohen who hypothesized that the gas atoms do not alter the 
protein, but instead take advantage of an existing suitable cavity 
behind the protein. From that premise, one could look for protein 
cavities large enough for hydrogen and even larger cavities for 
oxygen. But this line of inquiry only led to a larger question: How 
does any protein conduct gases? 
That question, Cohen says, has not really been investigated, because 
in the field of molecular dynamics the study of one protein at a time 
is itself a challenge. A satisfactory answer would require the study 
of a large number of proteins, taking into account their variability. 
The simulations themselves don't require much computer time, 
but managing between 20 and 50 different proteins would take an 
enormous number of person-hours. 
Whereas many NCSA users' simulations involve one large calculation, 
Schulten's group knew that theirs would involve utilizing multiple 
computing resources to perform thousands of calculations 
simultaneously. "And that was the moment when we realized that 
our savior would be the grid," says Schulten. "We did not want to 
use just one computer to look at one protein at a time, maybe one 
tomorrow or one next year. We wanted to do many at the same time, 
or as many as we felt compelled to examine." 
A novel method for mapping gas access inside proteins, developed by the Theoretical and Computational 
Biophysics Group, as applied to the case of 02 gas inside sperm whale myoglobin. Myoglobin (outlined 
with a black surface) contains a buried active site which binds Oz, called the heme (shown as licorice in 
the center). The red cavities indicate highly favorable docking sites for Oz inside the protein and have 
been closely correlated to known myoglobin xenon binding sites. The black mesh indicates regions of the 
protein that are more favorable for 02 than the external water solvent, and the blue shadow indicates 
areas of myoglobin that are less favorable to Oz than the above, yet still exhibits low free-energy 
barriers. The remainder of the myoglobin volume is considered generally impermeable to Oz. 
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Streamlining workflow 
However, managing workflow for 
such an enormous research problem 
was itself an enormous task. Assistance 
came from NCSA's cyberenvironments 
division, including Rick Kufrin-who has been supporting Schulten's 
group's use of NAMD, a parallel molecular dynamics code designed for 
high-performance biomolecular modeling for more than a decade-
and NCSA's Grid Application Support Group, led by Doru Marcusiu. 
"One way in which we distinguish ourselves is in trying to map the 
use of our resources to the newer tools that are part of available grid 
technologies," says Marcusiu. 
Following exploratory discussions in early 2005, Michelle Gower, 
a research programmer in Marcusiu's group, was enlisted for her 
expertise in grid technologies and began working with Kufrin and 
the biophysics researchers to make an initial assessment of how 
Schulten's group was using NAMD. The team realized that their 
workflow could be streamlined significantly. "They were spending 
quite a bit of time doing relatively trivial management tasks, such as 
moving data back and forth, or resubmitting failed jobs," says Kufrin. 
After gaining familiarity with the existing "human-managed" tasks 
that are required to carry out lengthy, computationally intensive 
simulations of this nature, the team identified Condor-G, an existing, 
proven grid-enabled implementation of Condor, as a possible 
solution. "Our goal has always been to do whatever we can to 
improve the resources and increase productivity for the scientists, 
whether it involves an existing tool, a new technology, or a 
technology of the future," explains Kufrin. 
The Cpl hydrogenase from Clostridium 
pasteurianum, which catalyzes the production 
of H2 gas at its buried H-cluster. The H2 gas 
is created from H+ ions from water and from 
electrons from an electron carrier. 
Schulten says it was Gower 
who "made this idea of using 
the grid a workable proposition." She used her 
experience with Condor-G to develop a prototype system 
that integrated it with Globus, NAMD, and other technologies. 
Schulten's group provided feedback every step of the way. NAMD-G 
automatically handles authentication, file transfer, job submission, 
and job-chaining work. It also alerts users when something goes 
wrong, notifies them when the job is completed, and transfers 
all files onto users' computers for analysis. Furthermore, NAMD-
G interacts with the queuing system and can distribute jobs to 
multiple sites around the world. 
"One thing the prototype system does for them is to allow them to 
have their input files on their local machine and submit the job to 
the remote machine without having to understand the underlying 
grid architecture," says Gower. Soon thereafter, Cohen was able to 
begin submitting jobs via the grid. 
The collaboration was so successful that it became part of an NCSA 
demonstration prominently featured at SC05 in Seattle. Whereas 
technology demonstrations are often mere exhibitions that use a 
"mock" experiment to show what could potentially be done, this 
one demonstrated how NAMD-G actually helped achieve genuine 
scientific results. 
"I can select, say, 50 proteins which I think will be interesting 
and send them out to NAMD-G with very little preparation," 
says Cohen. "For each of the proteins, NAMD-G will do a long 
sequence of operations and give me all the data I want. As far as 
"We not only got our science done, we also have a program 
that we can offer to any other users who want to use a grid." 
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I know, this process just isn't being used anywhere else in the field 
of molecular dynamics." Cohen is still in the process of analyzing 
data and finding out what it all means, but he expects to publish 
the scientific results Later this year. While the results will be a small 
but significant part of the solution to the problem of hydrogen gas 
production, they could shed light on a broader question that up to 
now has received little consideration. 
Teamwork is key 
"What needs to be stressed," says Schulten, "is that we were very 
demanding of Michelle because we didn't just want to engage in a 
grid experiment, we wanted to get some science done. And that of 
course made it much harder for her. The result is that we not only got 
our science done, but we also have NAMD-G, a program that we can 
offer to any other users who want to use a grid." Indeed, the NAMD 
program underlying NAMD-G already has thousands of registered users 
worldwide, a huge user group that can now tap into NAMD-G. 
Marcusiu believes the importance of NAMD-G's success goes beyond 
the science that it's helping to accomplish. It also illustrates the 
potential value of community cyberenvironments in two important 
ways. "One is to provide scientists with the capability to do 
something they've never been able to do before, whether it's scaling 
up to a larger simulation or using multiple resources instead of just 
one," he says. "The other way is what this project is about-to 
streamline what they're currently doing. That gives them the 
opportunity to have more time to spend on the science instead of on 
these mundane tasks." 
Members of both groups emphatically agree that it was the way 
the collaborative process was conducted that made the project so 
successful. Building on their longstanding relationship with Kufrin 
at NCSA, Schulten's group was quickly able to familiarize Gower with 
the problem to be solved. Gower then identified a way in which a 
significant impact could be made in a short amount of time, getting 
it in the hands of Schulten's group as rapidly as possible while 
working closely with them to make it robust and reliable. 
It's a lesson, says NCSA's Marcusiu, that he has learned from prior 
collaborations with science and engineering communities, such as 
NEESgrid, which produced a cyberinfrastructure providing earthquake 
engineers around the world with the ability to share knowledge and 
experimental equipment and to integrate physical and computational 
simulations. "We continue to say that building relationships between 
scientists and technologists is extremely important, and it often 
takes time. You build trust in the people you're working with in terms 
of competency and reliability. You also learn each other's technology 
or science-or even just their vocabulary-and IT people start to 
better understand what problems they're really trying to solve." 
This work was supported in part by the National Sdence Foundation. 
Funding for the Resource for Macromolecular Modeling and 
Bioinformatics is provided by the National Institutes of Health. 
The core NAM D-G team. From left to right: Michelle Gower, 
Jordi Cohen, Jim Phillips, and Rick Kufrin. 
Access Online: http:/ jaccess.ncsa.uiuc.edu/Storiesjnamdg/ 
For further information: http:/ jwww.ks.uiuc.edu/Researchjhydrogenase/ 
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With calculations of their n1ost basic reactions' 
activation n rgie , fuel c lis may someday move off 
th fronti r and into widespr ad use. 
Hydrogen often wears the black hat when we talk about the prospect 
of everyday fuel cell use. (In other words, when we talk about fuel 
cells as a remedy to our hunger for oil.) Hydrogen is difficult to 
transport and store. Alternative means of getting it-creating it on the 
fly from oil- or alcohol-based fuels-generate their own problems. The 
hydrogen they produce is less than pure and thus less efficient. 
But oxygen , which is the other necessary reactant in many of today's 
fuel cell designs, is something of a villain in its own right. Splitting 
oxygen molecules into oxygen atoms and the subsequent formation 
of water are currently the rate limiting step in the process of getting 
energy from fuel cells, the reaction that restricts overall power 
production. According to the University of Wisconsin at Madison's 
Manos Mavrikakis, this oxygen reduction reaction, as it's known, is 
responsible for about 60 percent of common fuel cell designs' overall 
efficiency loss. 
Until this part of the process becomes more efficient, low-temperature 
fuel cells will not be commercially viable. Current approximates by 
the Department of Energy's Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable 
Energy peg the costs of a set of fuel cells capable of running a car at 
more than $100 per kilowatt. By comparison, according to the office, 
a ca(s internal combustion engine produces energy at about $30 per 
kilowatt. Building the set, meanwhile, would cost more than $8,000. 
"There are two goals for people studying these fuel cells, improved 
cost and more power," says Mavrikakis, an associate professor in 
the chemical and biological engineering department. He and his 
collaborators at Wisconsin and a group of experimental chemists 
at Brookhaven National Laboratory are addressing both of these 
concerns, exploring the oxygen reduction reaction and the catalyst 
that provokes it. Namely, they're looking to make the reaction 
more efficient and to reduce the cost of the expensive all-platinum 
catalyst. The Wisconsin team includes Ye Xu and Anand Nilekar; 
the Brookhaven team is led by Radoslav Adzic. 
"This is the new role theoretical chemists are starting to play. 
Guiding experiment to synthesize new materials. Designing the 
right catalytic materials to steer reaction selectivity in the desired 
direction. It's mind boggling to be able to do this from first 
principles on a computing system like NCSA's Tungsten," he says. 
"The theoretical elements elucidate what's going on and make 
the experimental elements much stronger," says Adzic, a senior 
chemist at Brookhaven. "They allow us to think further. We can 
always do a little better if we understand a little more. That's why 
[working with people like Mavrikakis] helps." 
Electric current 
Schematic of a fuel cell's operation. 
The cell, the reactions, and the energies 
A hydrogen-oxygen fuel cell, Like a battery, has two poles. At the 
anode, hydrogen is exposed to a catalyst and breaks into protons 
and electrons. Beyond the anode is a polymer membrane that allows 
protons through but does not permit electrons. The electrons are 
instead shunted through an external channel. As they pass through 
this channel, electricity is generated. The channel returns the 
electrons to the cathode side of the fuel cell, which is where the 
protons also end up after their trip through the membrane. 
The cathode is a catalyst as well. Traditionally it is pure platinum, 
and it is fed oxygen rather than hydrogen. Upon interacting with the 
catalyst, oxygen molecules are broken into atomic oxygen. The ions 
meet up with the freed protons and electrons from the anode side. 
This reaction forms water, the fuel cell's predominant by-product. 
Mavrikakis and his team focus on the oxygen reduction reaction that 
breaks the bonds of the oxygen molecules and the formation of a 
hydroxyl intermedate, which consists of a single hydrogen bound to 
a single oxygen. Adding a second hydrogen to ultimately form water 
is "pretty easy," according to Mavrikakis. It is not thought to play a 
significant role in improving catalysis at the cathode. 
They treat each step as a separate, intense calculation. The only 
inputs are the types of atoms and their original positions in 
space--thus "first principles." Each of the atoms naturally interacts 
electrostatically and electronically through the catalyst's surface with 
the rest of the atoms in its vicinity, yielding forces acting on each 
atom. A density functional theory simulation code called DACAPO 
calculates these forces and moves the hydrogen, oxygen, and catalyst 
atoms based on the forces acting upon them, until the minimum 
energy, equilibrium structure is determined. The team is Looking for 
each reactions' activation energy, which represents the minimum 
amount of energy needed to transform reactants to products. 
Who was that masked metal? 
The reactions' activation energies are important because they 
determine the efficiency of the fuel cell overall. The Lower the 
activation energies, the more readily the reactions occur. Fuel cell 
designers use different catalysts to manipulate the activation energy 
of the oxygen reduction reaction, which, remember, is the rate 
Limiting step of the overall fuel cell process. Platinum is currently the 
state of the art, but Mavrikakis' calculations and Adzic's experiments 
are showing that there are Likely better options available. The 
team previously computed at NCSA's sister site, the San Diego 
Supercomputer Center. Work continues at NCSA and at sites supported 
by the Department of Energy. 
In 2005, articles by the team in The Journal of the American Chemical 
Society and Angewandte Chemie, International Edition showed the 
value of what are called platinum-monolayer catalysts. The bulk of 
Possible reaction pathway for the oxygen reduction reaction on a 
catalytic surface. First the oxygen molecule dissociates, then there 
are two successive proton additions. The first forms hydroxyl, and 
the second forms water. 
these catalysts are a cheaper material with a Layer of platinum that 
is a single atom thick covering them. They say that nature can't be 
fooled, but the team has proved that a good mask goes a Long way. 
In their studies, the group compared the oxygen dissociation and 
hydroxyl formation steps when exposed to a variety of catalysts, 
including pure platinum as a control and platinum-covered 
ruthenium, iridium, rhodium, gold, or palladium. Ultimately they 
found that palladium with the platinum monolayer, which is 
markedly Less expensive than pure platinum, offered the best overall 
performance characteristics. It improved the overall efficiency of the 
oxygen reduction reaction by 33 percent. 
"The catalyst needs to do both steps in a nice way. The goal is 
to strike a balance between facile oxygen dissociation and facile 
hydroxyl formation," Mavrikakis says. If, for example, the oxygen 
breaks apart too easily, designers risk covering the catalyst's entire 
surface with atomic oxygen that's strongly bound. "New oxygen won't 
find a spot. Imagine it is Like an airplane with no runway at the 
airport. It takes off again." And it takes off in it's molecular form, 
hindering the efficiency of the overall reaction. 
These findings assumed that oxygen dissociation occurred prior to 
the addition of protons. However, that assumption has not been 
proven to reflect reality. Currently, the teams' calculations focus on 
other competitive reaction paths for the oxygen reduction reaction. 
These would include the addition of one, if not two, protons before 
the molecular oxygen bond breaks. The team also avoids accounting 
for any already-formed water molecules on the cathode side. In the 
future, they hope to add such molecules, develop the reactivity 
trends, and explore how those molecules might influence the oxygen 
reduction reaction as well. 
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'Everything is proven in reality' 
Only a very Limited number of people in the world can even make 
the custom platinum-monolayer catalysts. The team at Brookhaven 
uses a specially devised technique. Copper is first allowed to absorb 
on the metal, whether palladium or one of the other candidates. It 
is then placed in a platinum solution wherein that one-atom layer of 
platinum replaces the copper. "It's very elegant," says Adzic. "There's 
not enough platinum in the world [to supply all the fuel cells that 
might someday be in demand]. By working with a monolayer, you can 
reduce the platinum load in a fuel cell by 10 times." 
With knowledge from the Mavrikakis team on the basic chemistry of 
the catalytic reaction, the folks at Brookhaven are further refining 
the candidate catalysts, Looking for ways to reduce not only that 
platinum load but also the load of the other exotic elements like 
palladium. Currently, they're experimenting with substrates that have 
a nickel core, palladium on top of that, and then a final platinum 
monolayer. 
"Everything is proven in reality," says Mavrikakis. "We've proven that 
[platinum monolayers can make the necessary oxygen dissociation 
and hydroxyl reactions] go faster and cheaper. The question that 
remains is how long do they go faster and cheaper. Is it only for the 
first second? Or will it last for the typical lifetime of your car?" 
To that end, Adzic teams with a group, led by Francisco Uribe, at Los 
Alamos National Laboratory. They test the performance of prototype 
fuel cells. Already they've seen some last thousands of hours without 
diminished performance, according to Adzic. This approach-from 
theoretical calculations on systems at NCSA, to experiment with 
the candidate catalysts in the Lab, to experiment with real-world 
prototypes-may someday clear oxygen's good name. And bring fuel 
cells into the mainstream and onto the streets. 
This research is supported by the National Science Foundation (ENG/ 
CTS), the Department of Energy (Basic Energy Sciences and Energy 
Efficiency and Renewable Energy), and S.C. Johnson. 
Kinetic current in experiments. This measurement shows a maximum 
current as a function of the binding energy of atomic oxygen on 
various catalytic surfaces. The optimal catalyst yields the highest 
current and strikes a balance between efficient oxygen dissociation 
and efficient proton addition to the oxygen. Atomic oxygen's binding 
energy is shown along the x-axis. The left side shows experimentally 
measured kinetic currents, with the kinetic currents of particular 
substrates shown as blue squares. The right side shows activation 
energies. Activation energies for oxygen dissociation with different 
substrates are shown as red circles. Activation energies for proton 
addition to the oxygen are shown as white circles. 
Anand Nilekar, Ye Xu, and Manos Mavrikakis, University of Wisconsin at Madison. 
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by Trish Barker 
Under tanding and addressing the many issue connected to 
water i complex, but CSA is developing a cyberenvironment 
to make tackling the problems easier for the nation s researchers. 
It's a fact you probably Learned in elementary school: more than 70 percent of the earth's surface is water. Lakes, ponds, streams, 
rivers, oceans, and seas form a vast, complex system that is both affected by and profoundly affects our Lives. Rising populations and 
rapid urbanization raise concerns about maintaining adequate supplies of potable water; agriculture and industry rely on water and also 
produce pollution that alters ecosystems; and in countless other ways water is at the heart of challenging environmental, economic, 
and social dilemmas. 
CLEANER, the Collaborative Large-Scale Engineering Analysis Network for Environmental Research, has been Launched by the National 
Science Foundation to address the challenges of understanding this complex world of water. The goal of CLEANER is to bring together 
sensors, data management and mining techniques, and modeling to enable scientists and engineers to collect, integrate, and analyze 
data and to better collaborate and share information regardless of geographic boundaries. 
"To study and understand the state of water in the United States, we will have to use many types of data that have different scales, 
units, formats, quality, and Levels of uncertainty," explains NCSA's Barbara Minsker, principal investigator of the CLEANER Project Office, 
which is charting the way forward for the complex, multi-year project. "Creating cyberinfrastructure that helps our community find, 
obtain, transform, analyze, and assimilate these data into many types of models is both a great challenge and a great opportunity." 
NCSA is taking a Lead role in developing a cyberenvironment to support both CLEANER research and the CLEANER planning process. 
Cyberenvironments integrate distributed computing and data resources-including scientific and engineering applications, graphical 
user interfaces and portals for easy interaction with the applications, workflow and collaboration software, integrated data analysis and 
visualization capabilities-into end-to-end scientific processes, providing a boost in productivity. 
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Components of the cyberenvironment 
NCSA is developing four integrated prototype technologies to 
demonstrate the potential power of a cyberenvironment to support 
CLEANER and other environmental projects. 
The four components of this prototype cyberenvironment are: 
• The CyberCollaboratory, a Web portal to allow sharing of 
resources, models, data, and ideas. Using the CyberCollaboratory, 
individuals who are separated by geographic distance can 
collaborate in a common digital Lab, sharing knowledge and 
information, analyzing data, and solving problems. 
"The CyberCollaboratory provides an infrastructure for 
integrating different services," explains Yong Liu, a senior 
research scientist at NCSA and one of the CyberCollaboratory 
developers. 
From this portal, researchers can access tools and data, such 
as an oil spill simulator that uses data housed at the Shoreline 
Environmental Resea rch Facility in Texas or the Streamflow 
Analyst system developed at Utah State University. In addition, 
the CyberCollaboratory provides communication tools-including 
chat services, message boards, document repositories, and 
videoconferencing- that allow distributed teams to work as 
seamlessly as those sharing the same physical space. 
The CyberCollaboratory is already being used by several 
communities, including researchers studying the Neuse River 
in North Carolina and scientists investigating coastal waters. 
Streamflow analysis tool developed at Utah 
State University. This is one of many tools 
available to CLEANER researchers through 
the CyberCollaboratory. 
The CyberCollaboratory also is used as part of the CLEANER planning 
process; during the CLEANER all-hands meeting in March 2006, 
more than 200 users Logged into the CyberCollaboratory to share 
documents, discuss drafts, chat about planning issues, etc. 
"We're definitely using the CyberCollaboratory on a daily basis," says 
Jami Montgomery, executive director of the CLEANER project office. 
• The Cyberlntegrator, which provides a mechanism for easy 
integration of heterogeneous software tools to support modeling 
and analysis of complex environmental systems. Workflows execute a 
sequence of tasks on one or several Local or remote processors-for 
example, obtaining data from remote sensors, transforming data 
to prepare it for analysis, performing analysis or modeling, or 
visualizing results. Meta-workflows allow heterogeneous workflows 
and software tools, often created by different users using multiple 
software technologies, to be Linked and executed within a user-
friendly, interactive system while using all available computational 
resources. 
"The idea behind meta-workflow is that most workflow tools expect 
you to use a single tool, but in our community, people are already 
using multiple tools," Minsker says. The Cyberlntegrator allows 
researchers to bring together heterogeneous tools in a single 
interface. 
"This type of end-to-end system will create a new paradigm 
for environmental research, allowing interdisciplinary teams 
to collaborate to address complex issues." 
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• The metadata repository, which stores information on the 
activities in each component of the cyberenvironment; the 
system constructs statements relating the names, datasets, tools, 
and documents as subjects and objects that are captured as 
provenance graphs. This information can then be used by other 
tools to provide coordination, alerts, subscriptions, and knowledge 
networking. 
• CI-Know (Cyber Infrastructure Knowledge Networks on the 
Web), a tool that supports social and knowledge networking. CI-
KNOW mines the information captured in the metadata repository 
to develop customized recommendations for users, guiding them 
to people, documents, data, images, tools, and workflows that 
might be helpful to them. (see "NCSA builds social networking 
too ls" in this issue of Access) 
As development of the cyberenvironment continues, an Event Broker 
will be integrated with these technologies. This will allow events 
in the cyberenvironment (such as the acquisition of new data from 
certain sensors or with certain values) to trigger execution of specific 
meta-workflows (such as real-time modeling) . 
Cyberenvironment in action 
CLEANER researchers across t he country are already envisioning how 
the cyberenvironment will enable new avenues of research. 
For researchers monitoring hypoxia (oxygen depletion) in Corpus 
Ch risti Bay, for example, it's currently impossible to adapt their 
efforts to unfolding events. Manual sampling should be increased 
when the possibility of hypoxia is high , but the researchers cannot 
integrate the diverse sensor data (some downloaded only once a 
week) and models to predict when they should send people into the 
field to collect samples. 
To address this need, the water research cyberenvironment is 
being developed to enable near real-time adaptive monitoring. The 
CyberCollaboratory will alert researchers when hypoxic conditions 
are expected. Scientists could then discuss the predictions using 
the portal's chat and message board features, developing a plan 
to step up their data-gathering efforts. The data collected from 
the manual sampling effort could then be transmitted back to the 
cyberenvironment's data store, perhaps triggering simulations and 
models via the Cyberlntegrator. And then these results could also be 
discussed through the CyberCollaboratory. 
"This type of end-to-end system will create a new paradigm for 
environmental research," says Minsker, "allowing interdisciplinary 
teams to collaborate to address complex issues." 
Th is research is supported by the National Science Foundation and the 
Office of Naval Research. 
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Top: D2K, a data-mining tool developed at NCSA, 
can be accessed through the CyberCollaboratory. 
Right: Simulation of an oil spill in Corpus Christi 
Bay. Researchers can create simulated spills 
through the CyberCollaboratory and can discuss the 
data with colleagues across the country using the 
collaboratory's communication tools. 
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News & Notes 
New cluster, Lincoln, 
to feature Windows 
A new NCSA cyber-resource, called Lincoln, is the first NCSA system to 
run Microsoft Windows Compute Cluster Server 2003 cluster software. 
The cluster of 450 Dell PowerEdge 1855 blade servers is a dual boot 
system capable of running both Linux and Windows. 
"We understand that there are technical applications-many of 
interest to our Private Sector Partners-that run Windows. And we 
expect that the need for high-performance computing among these 
applications is going to be huge. It's an area that gets no respect, 
but it's an important area to explore. These sorts of explorations are 
a key strength and mandate of our Innovative Systems Laboratory," 
says Rob Pennington, NCSA's chief technology officer and Leader of 
the ISL. 
In addition to private sector partners, Lincoln will serve strategic 
campus and state initiatives. Its peak performance currently 
approaches six teraflops (six trillion 
calculations per second), bringing 
NCSA's total compute power to nearly 
50 teraflops. 
Funding for Lincoln was provided by 
the University of Illinois. NCSA plans 
to upgrade Lincoln substantially in the 
coming months. 
Nature publication shows 
effectiveness of pandemic 
mitigation strategies 
In the face of a global influenza pandemic, the most stringent 
restrictions on travel are necessary to significantly reduce the 
cumulative number of people affected and to delay the peak of 
the outbreak. However, even Low-efficacy vaccines, administered 
immediately from a stockpile, can significantly reduce attack rates. 
These and other findings were presented by a team of NCSA users, 
Led by Neil Ferguson of Imperial College London, in an April 2006 
edition of Nature. 
As members of the National Institutes of Health's Models of 
Infectious Disease Agent Study (MIDAS), the team builds 
computer models of the spread of an influenza epidemic in human 
populations to estimate the effectiveness of different strategies 
to Limit the spread of the disease. The models simulate every 
individual in the United States or other countries, together with 
every school and workplace, and the journeys people make. 
Features of virus spread are based on historical data from 
previous influenza outbreaks. But, as the Nature paper points out, 
"Although ... using data from past pandemics should be a priority, it 
will be impossible to predict the exact characteristics of any future 
pandemic virus .. .It will be imperative to collect the most detailed 
data on the clinical and epidemiological characteristics of a new 
virus and the impact of control measures early in the emergence 
of a pandemic and to analyze those data in real time to allow 
interventions to be tuned to match the virus the world faces." 
With this in mind, NCSA is helping members of MIDAS develop 
schemes for overflow computing, which allows new processors to 
be introduced into a calculation on the fly, thus making on-demand 
computing of the sort described easier and more powerful. NCSA 
is also assisting in profiling the models' performance and 
optimizing the code being used. NCSA's Cobalt system is being 
used for these simulations because of the Large shared memory 
available on that system. 
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News & Notes 
Center announces fellowships 
In May 2006, NCSA chose 13 faculty members at the University of Illinois at 
Urbana-Champaign as Faculty Fellows for the 2006-2007 academic year. 
The NCSA/UIUC Faculty Fellows program extends opportunities in advanced 
computing and information technology to UIUC faculty. In addition to financial 
support, Faculty Fellows have access to NCSA's high-performance computers, 
visualization and data analysis tools, and other advanced information 
technology, as well as opportunities to collaborate with NCSA staff. The 
program is jointly funded by NCSA and the Office of the Vice Chancellor for 
Research. 
The 2006-2007 fellows and their projects are: 
• N. R. Aluru, Mechanical and Industrial Engineering, "Cyber Tools for Multiscale 
Analysis of Electrostatic NEMS" 
• Rohit Bhargava, Bioengineering, "Computational Framework for Prostate Cancer 
Diagnosis and Prognosis" 
• Lynne Dearborn and Kevin Hinders, School of Architecture, "Comparative 
Urban Design Changes Generated by Planning Policy in the 20th and 21st 
Century" 
• Carlos Armando Duarte, Civil and Environmental Engineering, "PAGFEM: Parallel 
Adaptive Generalized Finite Element Methods for Large Scale Fractures" 
• Jiawei Han, Computer Science, "Mining Outliers and Rare Events in Data 
Streams" 
• Paul Kelter, Chemistry, "Enhancing First-Year Chemistry Education via the 
Implementation of Computational Chemistry" 
• Susan Kieffer, Geology, "Dynamics of Catastrophic Volcanic Eruptions" 
• Yu-Feng Lin, Center for Groundwater Science, "The Development of Point-to-
Zone Pattern Learning (P2Z) for Groundwater Recharge" 
• Jordana Mendelson, School of Art & Design, "Spanish Civil War Print Culture" 
• Marilyn Ruiz, Pathobiology, "Evaluation of Critical Spatial Elements for Animal 
Disease Surveillance in Illinois" 
• Uday V. Shanbhag, Mechanical and Industrial Engineering, "Grid-Computing 
Algorithms for Large-Scale Stochastic Games" 
• Kenneth Watkin, Speech and Hearing Science, "Remote Web Service-Based 3D 
Medical Volume Reconstruction, Segmentation and Interrogation" 
NCSA also announced four researchers from institutions across the country as 
the first beneficiaries of its new summer cyberinfrastructure fellowships. The 
fellows will collaborate with NCSA staff on projects to advance the creation of a 
national cyberinfrastructure for science and technology. 
The four fellows and their projects are: 
• Wendy Cho, Northwestern University, "A Scientific Approach to 
Redistricting Analysis" 
• Frederico Fonseca, The Pennsylvania State University, "An Ontology-Driven 
Model for the Efficient Use of Provenance Information" 
• Timothy Huerta, Texas Tech University, "Public Health Cyberenvironments: 
Defining Scope and Needs in the Health Service" 
• Thanh Truong, University of Utah, "Developing a Grid-Enabled 
Cyberinfrastructure for Education in Computational Chemistry" 
For more information on these programs, see: 
http:/ jwww.ncsa.uiuc.edu/AboutUs/Directorates/CampusRelations/ 
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News & Notes 
NCSA users publish first 
simulation of an entire life form 
It's a simple Little virus-so simple that biologists often refer to 
it as a "particle" rather than an organism, so small and primitive 
that it can only proliferate in a cell that's already been hijacked 
by another virus. But a recent simulation of the satellite tobacco 
mosaic virus is also a striking first. There's never been a computer 
simulation of an entire Life form at atomic detail. Until now. 
A report on the work by Klaus Schulten and his collaborators at 
the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign and the University 
of California at Irvine appears in the March edition of Structure. It 
relied on the shared-memory SGI Altix supercomputer at NCSA, home 
to the Largest open academic computing environment in the country. 
The simulations allow the research team to compare the behavior 
of the full virus and will help scientists determine what factors are 
important to the virus' structural integrity and how those factors 
might influence assembly of the virus inside host cells. 
To Learn more about other work by the Schulten team, see "Protein 
Wranglers" in this issue of Access. 
NCSA builds social networking tools 
NSF has awarded more than $500,000 to NCSA researcher 
Noshir Contractor, whose three-year project will develop 
social networking tools to enable collaboration among 
public health experts dealing with tobacco-related illnesses, 
including researchers, physicians, and epidemiologists. 
Contractor, a professor in the Department of Speech 
Communication at UIUC, and other researchers in information 
science, social science, and public health will undertake a 
pioneering effort to incorporate social networking tools into 
the Tobacco Behavioral Informatics Grid (ToBIG), which is 
being built by several government agencies (including NIH 
and the CDC) involved in public health. 
At NCSA, Contractor Leads the Science of Networks in 
Communities (SONIC) group. SONIC addresses the discovery, 
diagnosis, and design of communication and knowledge 
networks, helping communities tap their own wells of 
information, helping Leaders identify key characteristics 
of communities, and helping communities tune existing 
networks and structure new networks to more effectively 
achieve their goals. 
"In addition to powerful cyber-resources, research 
communities also need cyberenvironments that provide 
them with the communication and collaboration tools 
needed to bridge physical distances and disciplinary 
divisions," says NCSA Director Thorn Dunning. 
Beyond the Tobacco Behavioral Informatics Grid, the SONIC 
group is investigating and implementing socio-technical 
incentives for creating and sustaining communities in 
several communities within science and engineering, 
business, and entertainment. They are engaged in four 
NSF funded projects: the Collaborative Large-scale 
Engineering and Analysis Network for Environmental 
Research (CLEANER); IT-based Collaboration framework 
for Preparedness, Response, and Recovery from disasters 
involving critical physical infrastructures (CP2R); Emergent 
Multiorganization Networks in the Hurricane Katrina 
Response (EMONs), and Instrumenting Behaviors and 
Attitudes in Virtual Worlds to understand the social 
networks that form in massively, multiplayer online role-
playing games (MMORPGs). As part of their efforts, they 
work with corporations Like Procter & Gamble, Vodafone, 
and Sony Online Entertainment. 




